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The Roadblocks to Interoperability Require
Technological, Not Just Regulatory Solutions

In its continued campaign to bring about data

In other words, despite increasing attempts to

interoperability across the healthcare industry by

facilitate interoperability through regulations, the

2024, the HHS’s Office of the National Coordinator

challenges lie elsewhere in creating seamless data

(ONC) and Centers for Medicare & Medicaid

exchange among a patient’s physician, hospital,

Services (CMS) jointly released a set of new rules

labs, pharmacy, and others along the continuum

in 2019 to further promote the seamless exchange

of care.

of protected health information (PHI).
The real barriers to healthcare interoperability.
The HITECH Act of 2009, which financially

Here are just a few of these challenges, identified

incentivized providers to adopt electronic health

by the ONC itself in a recent report1:

records (EHR) systems, also included faxing for
interoperability.

Technical barriers, including “lack of standards
development, data quality, and patient and care

Is the industry addressing the wrong problem?

provider data matching.” (ONC)

Ironically, most stakeholders in the healthcare
system use their own proprietary models for

Financial barriers, such as “the costs of

recognizing, naming, and categorizing data and

developing, implementing, and optimizing health

clinical concepts — creating less interoperability,

IT to meet frequently changing requirements

not more. The same is true of many other digital

of healthcare programs,” which can “impact

tools providers use to receive, review, and transmit

innovation…” for the organization. (ONC)

data.
Trust barriers, including “legal… incentives to keep
data from moving.” HIPAA and other existing
laws make many providers reluctant to implement
new solutions that might create compliance risks.
(ONC)
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Most interoperability “solutions” are

Finally, the most widely used workaround for

insufficient.

sharing health data — paper-based faxing

Unfortunately, many of the tools, processes,

— is inefficient, time-consuming, and creates

and workarounds that providers have

security and compliance vulnerabilities.

implemented solve only part of the
interoperability problem — and often create
challenges of their own. For example:

Time to stop chasing interoperability — we’ve
reached Consensus.
Fortunately, you can take a big step toward

Implementing a point-to-point solution

achieving interoperability — and overcome the

connects only some of your healthcare

barriers we’ve discussed — by implementing

data environment (e.g., local HIE, hospitals

a comprehensive interoperability platform that

and labs). They also often require heavy

connects your practice to millions of providers for

development work.

simplified data exchange.

Many APIs also require costly, time-

In this paper, we’ll discuss the operational

consuming development to implement and

challenges a lack of interoperability is likely

manage.

creating for your organization. Then we’ll introduce
you to Consensus — a simple, easy-to-deploy

Emerging data standards like FHIR 4 can

interoperability solution, specifically designed to

help, but many EHR systems are using

connect to leading health data technologies into a

different versions and are not bi-directional.

single portal that enhances workflow and provides
critical patient data to make more informed
decisions.

Lack of Interoperability Creates Challenges to Your
Operations and Workflows
If your organization is like the overwhelming

The reason your staff can’t manage all of this

majority of healthcare practices we’ve worked

patient data from a single technology platform

with over the years, your staff spends much of its

is that, until very recently, no solutions existed.

day using disparate tools to receive, process, and

Consider just some of the ways these ad hoc

send various forms of PHI.

processes could be negatively affecting your
organization:
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Poorer patient care
If they don’t have a unified platform to find all
relevant patient information at the moment they
need it, your staff could miss data integral to
providing the best possible care.
Physician burnout
According to research reported in Healthcare
Finance, disparate EHR systems and other
examples of the industry’s lack of interoperability
are also contributing to physician stress and even
burnout.2
Security and regulatory exposure
Finally, because you’re not able to manage all
ePHI through a single electronic platform, your
Lowered staff productivity

staff has to move this data between systems

Waiting by fax machines, manually entering data

— sometimes using paper. Each time someone

from a paper document into an EHR and moving

in your practice prints a document to fax, or

continuously from one digital platform to another

receives document on your fax machine, that

is slowing down your staff’s productivity and can

document creates a HIPAA risk.

increase costs.

Why Most Interoperability Solutions Fall Short
The industry has been chasing interoperability

The challenges of healthcare APIs

for years with a wide range of tools and

An Application Programming Interface (API) can

processes. Many of these tools can help to

be a useful tool for connecting two disparate

varying degrees. But not one of them, by itself,

systems and allowing them to share information,

will solve your organization’s objective to achieve

even though they speak different “languages.”

interoperability.
But because the digital systems in healthcare
In the introduction we briefly discussed the

speak such wildly different languages — i.e.,

challenges of these interoperability services. But

they still don’t share standards for understanding

let’s review each in more depth.

data and some healthcare APIs are closed versus
open APIs, they need to be built with a great
deal of custom code to connect these solutions.
The development can take significant time and
resources.
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The challenges of point-to-point solutions

In fact, as part of its 2019 rules on

Point-to-point solutions have several

interoperability, the ONC demands that any

disadvantages. First, they will require developing

health plans sold on the government’s Affordable

custom code to build these connections, and

Care Act exchanges will have to implement FHIR-

the organization will need to develop this code

based APIs to open up data access to third-party

for each use case — for example, they’ll need to

healthcare apps. This all sounds promising from

build unique connections for insurers, HIEs, etc.

an interoperability standpoint.

Second, because they’ll be deploying a great

But this solution has drawbacks as well. For

deal of custom software code across their digital

example, there is currently no regulatory

network, organizations operating a range of

specification about which of the now four

point-to-point solutions might find their systems

active versions of the FHIR standard developers

becoming buggy or less reliable. The more of

and providers must use. This has created

these disparate tools they deploy, the more

compatibility challenges between users of

chances the organization has for incompatibility

different FHIR releases, hindering data sharing.

problems. Point-to-point solutions are notorious
for not playing nicely with their neighbors.

The challenges of Direct Secure Messaging
The Direct protocol has made significant

Finally, the costs of building, implementing, and

progress in helping health organizations increase

maintaining a digital environment of point-to-

interoperability. In late 2019, the nonprofit behind

point solutions will be exorbitant.

the secure-messaging protocol announced
Direct had facilitated 197 million messages on its

The challenges of data standards like HL7’s

healthcare network. 3

FHIR 4
Yet another possible answer to the

Organizations across the healthcare ecosystem

interoperability challenge—or at least a partial

use Direct (a digital messaging tool similar to

answer — could be the Fast Healthcare

secure email) for a wide range of daily workflow

Interoperability Resources (FHIR). This data

communications: pharmacy prescriptions;

standard is designed both to encourage patient

referrals; admissions, discharges, and transfers

data portability and accessibility, as well as

(ADT), automated push-event notifications, and

leverage universally structured data to help

even messaging directly with patients. Direct also

with automated clinical decision support and

opens the opportunity for data to be passed and

machine-based processing — with the ultimate

consumed by an EHR into standardized fields.

goal of improving patient care.
More reason to be enthusiastic about FHIR: This
data standard is clearly going to play a role in
federal regulators’ definition of “compliant” data
exchange, which will push healthcare solution
developers to build FHIR into their tools.
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However, like other proposed interoperability
solutions, Direct has challenges.
Working through the Direct Secure Messaging
network requires a unique Direct address.
Moreover, you need to know your recipient’s
address before you can send a message through
the platform.
Additionally, many of the providers and payers
you work with on a regular basis might not be
Direct users. They might still prefer to send and
receive the types of communications typically
transmitted through Direct — ADTs, referrals, etc.
— via fax.

The Challenges of Legacy Fax - A Preferred

Operating a legacy fax infrastructure to transmit

Method of Data Exchange

your organization’s ePHI — whether via desktop fax
machines, faxing through multifunction printers, or

For decades, there have been easier and less
time-consuming ways to transmit health data
than via a fax machine or in-house fax server.

on-premise fax servers — can create many operational
problems and risks. Including::
Wasted time waiting for faxes to send and data

But healthcare organizations today still insist
on using fax to send and receive important and
sensitive ePHI documents. There are several
logical reasons for this decision, including cost &
fax infrastructure investment; inertia to change;
easy record sharing.

entry.
Delayed care waiting for faxes to get to the
right person.
Regulatory risks for managing PHI with data
left on fax machines.
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The Fastest, Most Cost-Effective Way For Your
Organization To Access and Share Patient Data
Through One Interoperable Platform
The good news: You can address all of the
challenges we’ve discussed in this paper
and implement a single solution for true
interoperability.

Direct Secure Messaging over a secure
network.
Patient queries via CommonWell and
Carequality.

We’re not talking about another point-to-point
solution or a tool that will let you connect with
only a few providers under limited circumstances,
leaving out critical patient data.
The solution we’re describing is Consensus the healthcare industry’s first truly comprehensive
interoperability platform. It’s specifically designed
to connect leading health data technologies
into a single portal enhancing workflows and
providing critical patient data to facilitate more
informed decisions.

Connectivity access to referral networks, ACOs,
community and state exchanges, and HIEs in
each community.
Ability to send, receive, request, digest, and use
any patient-related data: C-CDA, unstructured
to structured data, and PDFs. Absorb any
document directly into the patient record if you
have a connected EHR.
Visibility into all of the data-exchange activity
happening across your organization. Make

Consensus pulls together the entire healthcare
ecosystem, giving you access from a simple
dashboard that includes:

informed decisions with the most up to date
reliable information on your patients.
HIPAA-compliant interoperability for all of your

Digital cloud faxing — as easy as sending and

inbound and outbound health data through a

receiving email — without the need for paper,

single connected platform.

fax lines, or on-prem fax hardware.
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Consensus does all the work.

With Consensus, your staff can easily connect

Perhaps the most compelling reason to migrate

with millions of providers, process health

your data exchange processes to our all-in-

messages in Direct Messaging and fax, query

one platform is this: Consensus does all of the

for patient data, and connect to other exchanges

interoperability work for you, in the background,

all from a user-friendly interface that helps you

so you and your staff can achieve better health

and your organization improve operations — and

outcomes — while we help you connect to your

your patient experience.

healthcare ecosystem seamlessly. You do not
need an EHR to use Consensus.

Consensus from J2 Global: A Pioneer in Digital
Healthcare Solutions for 20 Years
Of course, with a decision as important as migrating
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